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ABSTRACT

Humans have a propensity to readily adopt others’ perspective, which often influences their
behavior even when it seemingly should not. This altercentric influence has been widely
studied in adults, yet we lack an understanding of its ontogenetic origins. The current studies
investigated whether 14-month-olds’ search in a box for potential objects is modulated by
another person’s belief about the box’s content. We varied the person’s potential belief such
that in her presence/absence an object was removed, added, or exchanged for another,
leading to her true/false belief about the object’s presence (Experiment 1, n = 96); or
transformed into another object, leading to her true/false belief about the object’s identity (i.e.,
the objects represented under a specific aspect, Experiment 2, n = 32). Infants searched longer
if the other person believed that an object remained in the box, showing an altercentric
influence early in development. These results suggest that infants spontaneously represent
others’ beliefs involving multiple objects and raise the possibility that infants can appreciate
that others encode the world under a unique aspect.

INTRODUCTION

The highly social nature of human existence requires us to be equipped with cognitive mech-
anisms that allow proficient navigation in the social world. As individuals tend to differ in their
knowledge, intentions, and abilities, we often have to rapidly infer others’ unique perspective.
Various abilities may support human sociality, some of which, for example, sensitivity to
others’ beliefs, may be present early in ontogeny (Baillargeon et al., 2010). Uncovering the
nature and development of these cognitive mechanisms is still one of the liveliest domains
in research on social cognition (Baillargeon et al., 2018a; Carruthers, 2013; Perner & Ruffman,
2005; Poulin-Dubois et al., 2018; Rakoczy, 2012). It is uncontroversial that humans eventually
arrive to the ability to consider others’mental states when they are prompted to, for example in
communicative or collaborative contexts (Hanna et al., 2003; Schober, 1993). However, con-
sidering what others see or know can also be cognitively challenging, making us egocentric:
attending to our own perspective and only with effort attend to, or judge, that of others (Keysar
et al., 2003; Nickerson, 1999). In line with humans’ pronounced sociality compared to other
animals (Herrmann et al., 2007), however, recently it has been argued that humans may in fact
have a strong tendency to attend to others (Kovács et al., 2010). People often seem to readily
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compute others’ perspective and mental states—that is, what and how they perceive in their
environment and the consequent mental representations they may form—even when this is
not required by the situation or task they are performing, or it is even disadvantageous.
Humans are thus inclined to spontaneously focus on the perspective of others: they tend to
be altercentric (Samson et al., 2010), and a growing body evidence suggests that this tendency
is more widespread than previously considered (Kampis & Southgate, 2020).

Altercentrism in human cognition reflects that people’s behavior is spontaneously influ-
enced by the presence, and perspective, of others, even when their task requires them to focus
on their own point of view (Elekes et al., 2017; Kovács et al., 2010; Samson et al., 2010). For
example, adults typically detect a ball slower that appears from behind an occluder when they
do not expect it to be present. However, they detect the ball slightly faster when another agent
in the scene (who is not relevant for participants’ task) believes it to be present, indicating an
influence of the agent’s belief on people’s responses (Kovács et al., 2010). While a subsequent
study proposed that this effect may have been due to a manipulation in the paradigm related
to the timing of participants’ button presses during attention checks (Phillips et al., 2015),
others have adapted the paradigm with matched timings between the different trials, repli-
cated the effect, and consequently ruled out the attention check-based alternative explanation
(el Kaddouri et al., 2019). The sensitivity to the other’s perspective also appears in joint tasks
where participants act together (Elekes, Bródy, et al., 2016; Freundlieb et al., 2016). While one
likely role of altercentrism is facilitating interactions, others’ perspective can influence peo-
ple’s behavior even when there is no obvious or immediate interactive context. Even if the
other is not engaged in any task, adults’ reaction times are affected by the belief of another
agent (Kovács et al., 2010; Van Der Wel et al., 2014), or by a mismatch between their own and
someone else’s perspective (Samson et al., 2010). From a broader perspective, altercentrism in
adults has been argued to enable rapid computations of others’ mental states (Kovács et al.,
2010), likely supporting human social behavior in general. If altercentric effects are indeed as
widespread in humans as indicated by recent accounts (Kampis & Southgate, 2020), this raises
the question whether and how they manifest in ontogeny.

Early in development, a large body of studies points toward infants’ sensitivity to others’
visual and mental perspective (Baillargeon et al., 2010; Carruthers, 2013; Kampis et al.,
2020). Besides direct and conceptual replications of various paradigms used with infants
(Buttelmann et al., 2015; Király et al., 2018; Schneider et al., 2012; Thoermer et al., 2012),
there has also been a recent increase in studies unable to replicate some of the original find-
ings (Baillargeon et al., 2018b; Barone et al., 2019; Kulke & Rakoczy, 2018; Poulin-Dubois
et al., 2018), leading to a still ongoing debate regarding the replicability of these phenomena,
and giving rise to multi-lab collaborations aiming at large-scale studies probing infants’ perfor-
mance on different theory of mind tasks (Schuwerk, Kampis, et al., 2021). At the same time, the
underlying abilities have been heavily debated, some accounts arguing that evidence on infants’
mental state understanding can be explained by cognitive mechanisms that do not fully resemble
those present in older children or adults (Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Butterfill & Apperly, 2013), or
do not pertain tomental state reasoning at all but are rather explained by perceptual biases (Heyes,
2014) or rule-based heuristics (Perner & Ruffman, 2005). Relatedly, it has been a long-held tradi-
tion that children start out egocentric, based on findings showing that children have difficulties
thinking about the perspective of others (Piaget, 1926), to the extent that similarly to adults they
experience interference from their own knowledge (Birch & Bloom, 2004). In contrast, South-
gate (2020) recently proposed that from a developmental perspective it could be particularly
advantageous to have a disposition to attend to others’ point of view from early on, arguing that
young infants may be altercentric and show pronounced attention to others’ perspective.
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Altercentrism may indeed have a broader epistemic function by allowing us to identify
what information others possess when we aim to seek or transmit information. Infants face
a crucial learning task when discovering the world, and the social environment can help with
identifying relevant sources of information and guide their leaning. Attention to others’ per-
spective may enable infants to learn about the material world via the perspective of others
around them. For instance, studies have suggested that infants may learn about the valence
of objects through the preferences of others (Egyed et al., 2013; Kampis et al., 2013), and map
a new word to an object that was in the speaker’s center of attention, and not what they them-
selves were attending to (Baldwin, 1991). Consequently, one might wonder whether infants,
similarly to adults, may also show altercentrism. There is neuroimaging evidence that is con-
sistent with this possibility. Some work indicates that infants’ own representations and those
used to encode others’ perspective are handled at least in part by the same system (Kampis
et al., 2015; Southgate & Vernetti, 2014), potentially increasing commensurability between the
two and providing grounds for explanation on how the other’s perspective may influence
infants’ behavior. Crucially, while there are studies documenting altercentric effects in children
(Buttelmann & Buttelmann, 2017; Elekes et al., 2017; Milward et al., 2014), to our knowledge
there is only one study that speaks to altercentric modulation in infants, where infants’ looking
times were influenced by another agent’s belief (Kovács et al., 2010).

The current studies asked whether altercentric modulation can be found in 14-month-old
infants in an active behavioral task. We adapted a task in which infants search longer in a box
if they think an object is still inside, compared to when the box is empty (Feigenson & Carey,
2003). The target age group was chosen as it is from this age onward when the effects of con-
ceptual and social information on infants’ behavior have been reliably probed with this par-
adigm (Feigenson & Carey, 2003; Feigenson & Halberda, 2008; Stahl & Feigenson, 2014,
2018). Our main goal was to establish the existence of altercentric effect in preverbal infants
in a task involving an active behavioral response. We modified the manual search paradigm to
assess how long infants would search depending on another person’s belief (i.e., the belief
infants may ascribe to this person). Specifically, we asked whether infants search longer in a
box if the other person believes that it contains an object, compared to when she believes it is
empty, while infants’ own belief was kept constant. In Experiment 1, to track the other’s belief,
infants had to keep in mind how many objects she believed to be in the box. In Experiment 2,
tracking the other’s belief required identifying the unique perspective or aspect (Perner et al.,
2011) under which she represented these objects.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method

In the three conditions of Experiment 1 we assessed whether 14-month-old infants’ (n =
32/condition) track events involving multiple objects and ascribe to others beliefs based on
spatiotemporal or feature-based tracking; and whether representing others’ beliefs may mod-
ulate infants’ own search behavior. The conditions differed in the events that led to the Actor’s
belief: whether in her presence or absence an object was (i) removed from-, (ii) added to-, (iii)
or exchanged in the box, corresponding to the three conditions. All studies received full ethical
approval from the United Ethical Review Committee for Research in Psychology in Hungary
and were conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants’
caregivers gave written informed consent prior to participation. Datasets of the studies are avail-
able at the OPMI Dataverse: https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/ZVEBZH. Video recordings cannot
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be made publicly available due to privacy restrictions; sample videos are provided in the Sup-
plemental Materials.

Participants

Ninety-six healthy full-term 14-month-old infants participated (age range from 14;0 [Months;
Days] to 15;1, mean age = 14;17) in the study, randomly assigned to one of the three condi-
tions (N = 32/condition). The number of infants per condition was based on the study of
Feigenson and Carey (2003) who included n = 32 infants, and a power analysis for the main
analysis (one-sample t test on the difference scores) with medium effect size of Cohen’s d =
0.5, a power of 0.8 and alpha of 0.05, yielding n = 34. We therefore included n = 32 per
condition, yielding a total of n = 96. Thirty-seven additional infants were tested but not
included in the analyses because of passivity (they did not search in any of the trials, 22),
or because the study was not completed because the baby fussed out (10), or due to paren-
tal interference or experimental error (in the procedure or failure of the recording system) (5).
These inclusion rates are similar to those in previous studies using the manual search par-
adigm (Feigenson & Carey, 2003).

Procedure

We adapted a manual search task that was previously developed to study how infants track
objects and perform simple arithmetic operations on them from their own, first-person per-
spective (Van de Walle et al., 2000). In such a task (Feigenson & Carey, 2003), 14-month-olds
witnessed a certain amount (2, 3, or 4) of objects placed inside an opaque box. Next, infants
were allowed to retrieve some of the objects, and then were allowed to search further. Mea-
suring the duration of infants’ manual search in the box showed in such studies that infants
searched more persistently in the box if one of the objects was still inside, compared to when
all objects were already retrieved.

In the present experiments, in each condition infants first received three familiarization tri-
als that introduced them to the objects and the setup. In these, the experimenter (who later
served as Actor, referred to as A), first hid an object in the box and then searched for it and
retrieved it herself, then in two subsequent trials she hid another object and encouraged the
infant to search for it. The purpose of these trials was to show the infants that objects can be
retrieved from the box, as well as to introduce an interaction between the Actor and the child
via a hiding and retrieving game, where his or her perspective about the presence or absence
of the objects could become salient. The other experimenter (the Confederate: C) sat passively
during these trials (see the Supplemental Materials methods for further details on familiariza-
tion and test trial procedure).

Familiarization trials were followed by two test trials where the other person’s belief was
varied between trials. Within each condition infants received two test trials (in counterbal-
anced order, randomly assigned): one trial where the Actor (depending on condition, correctly
or falsely) believed an object to be in the box [Actor believes: object present (Aobj_pres) trials]
and one where she (correctly or falsely) believed it was absent [Actor believes: object absent
(Aobj_abs) trials], while the infant’s belief was constant across the two trials.

In all conditions of Experiment 1, in the beginning of the test trials it was Awho took out the
object(s) from a purse on her side and put them in the box. Then, A’s belief was varied depend-
ing on when she left the room (see Figure 1) and the events she has witnessed: she either left
right after the hiding, or she stayed on while C added/retrieved/exchanged an object
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(depending on condition, see below) and left after that. In all test trials upon her return A
retrieved one object from the box, and then the 15-s measurement period followed. During
the measurement period infants had the opportunity to search in the box, after which the
experimenter retrieved any “remaining” objects from the box before the next trial. Importantly,
in order to avoid the confound of some infants finding the object faster by chance, in all cases
when an object had “remained” in the box, this object was in fact surreptitiously put into a
hidden compartment. Therefore, infants did not find an object in any of the test trials in Exper-
iment 1 or 2, thus search durations reflect their persistence to search for a (potential) remaining
object.

In the Object Absent condition initially there were two objects in the box, then both were
sequentially removed, therefore at the end of the trial infants knew the box was empty. In one
of two test trials the Actor (A) did not witness that the second object was removed by the Con-
federate (C), and therefore believed that it remained in the box (Actor believes object present,

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of events in test trials of a) Experiment 1: Object Absent condition, and b) Experiment 2. In Experiment 1 the
other two other conditions differed from the Object Absent condition in the following ways. In the Object Present condition, the Actor (A)
added initially only one object, and in A’s presence/absence the Confederate (C) added one more object. In the Object Exchanged-Absent
condition A initially added one object, and in her presence/absence C exchanged this object to an object of a different kind. All three con-
ditions ended with A removing one object, followed by a 15-s period during which infants were allowed to search in the box. For further
details on the procedure see text and Supplemental Materials.
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Aobj_pres; false belief trial). In the other test trial both A and the infant knew that all objects had
been retrieved (Actor believes object absent, Aobj_abs; true belief trial); see Figure 1.

In the Object Present condition there was initially only one object in the box, then a second
(identical) one was added by C. Finally, one of the two objects were removed, thus in the end
one object remained in the box. Infants in this condition therefore expected an object to
remain in the box. In one of two trials A did not see that a second one was added and therefore
in the end believed the box was empty (Actor believes object absent, Aobj_abs; false belief trial).
In the other trial A knew the second object was added and thus also expected an object to
remain in the box (Actor believes object present, Aobj_pres; true belief trial).

In the Object Exchanged-Absent condition initially there was one object in the box, which
was then exchanged to another (differently looking) one by C. Finally, this second object was
removed, therefore at the end of the trial infants knew the box was empty. In one of two trials A
did not witness that the first object was exchanged to the second, and therefore believed that
the first object remained in the box by the end of the trial (Actor believes object present,
Aobj_pres; false belief trial). In the other test trial both A and the infant knew that when the sec-
ond object was removed the box remained empty (Actor believes object absent, Aobj_abs; true
belief trial).

Materials

We used a white cardboard box (29*29*15 cm) with a 14*8 cm opening that was covered by
an elastic cloth that prevented infants from seeing inside the box but enabled reaching into it.
The box had a hidden compartment in its back where objects could be hidden, and that was
inaccessible to the infants. In familiarization we used colorful whistles with a ball inside that
made a rattling sound. In test there were whistles of different colors (red, green, or blue) that
did not rattle, and an additional toy rattle in the Object exchange condition (see the Supple-
mental Materials, Figure S1a–c).

Coding

We coded the duration of infants’ searching during the 15-s period when the box was in
front of them. Infants were scored as searching whenever one or both hands were in the
box, with their knuckles passing the entrance cloth of the box. If infants reached into the
box opening, but clearly just manipulated/played with the cloth, we did not count it as
searching. Half of the participants (n = 16) of each condition (Object Absent, Object Present,
and Object Exchanged-Absent) were coded on both trials by a second coder who was
unaware of the purpose of the study and the trial type (Aobj_abs vs. Aobj_pres); interrater agree-
ment was r(96) = .972, p < .001.

We calculated an altercentric modulation score for each infant via subtracting their search
duration on Aobj_abs trial (A believed there was no object in the box) from their search duration
on the Aobj_pres trial (A believed there was still an object in the box). Thus, the altercentric
modulation score reflected the difference in search times within participants, between the
two trials of a condition. Such a difference score is commonly used in this type of task, as
absolute search times may vary across infants (Feigenson & Carey, 2003; Stahl & Feigenson,
2018). A modulation score above 0 would reflect that infants search longer when the other
believes the object to be present, compared to when he or she believes the box is empty, given
that the infants’ own beliefs were kept constant.
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Results

We first compared the altercentric modulation scores in Experiment 1 to chance level (0) (for
mean search values on individual trials, see the Supplemental Materials, Figure 4). Infants on
average searched longer on Aobj_pres trials than on Aobj_abs trials, as reflected by a positive alter-
centric modulation score (Mdiff = 0.924 s, SD = 3.529; see Figure 2a) significantly above
chance, t(95) = 2.565, p = .012; Cohen’s d = 0.262, 95% CI = [0.208, 1.639] (all statistical
tests two-tailed). Thus, infants overall searched significantly longer when the Actor believed an
object remained in the box, compared to when she believed there was no object left.

Subsequently the altercentric modulation scores were entered into a univariate ANOVA
with condition (Object Absent / Object Present / Object Exchanged-Absent) and Order of Test
(Aobj_pres first or Aobj_abs first) as between-subject factors, yielding a significant effect of Order
of Test, F(1, 90) = 15.59, p < .001, ηp

2 = .148, no effect of condition, F(2, 90) = 0.099, p =
.906, ηp

2 = .002, and no interaction between condition and order, F(2, 90) = 0.032, p = .969,
ηp

2 = .001. The altercentric modulation score was different from chance in the Aobj_pres first
order, t(47) = 4.581, p < .001; Cohen’s d = 0.661, Mdiff_A_obj_pres_first = 2.271 s, SD = 3.434,
95% CI = [1.274, 3.268], but not in the Aobj_abs first order, t(47) = .943, p = .35; Cohen’s d =
0.136, 95%, Mdiff_A_obj_abs_first = −0.423 s, SD = 3.109, CI = [−1.326, 0.479]. Shapiro-
Wilk tests showed no significant departure from normality, either on the entire sample,
W(96) = 0.988, p = .574, or on the two groups split by trial order, W(48) = 0.963, p =
.131 and W(48) = 0.984, p = .731 in Aobj_pres first and Aobj_abs first, respectively.

The effect of order on the altercentric modulation scores (i.e., on the difference between
trials) indicates that the two belief trials were significantly different from each other in one order
and not in another. To check whether the data pattern holds even when trial order cannot play a
role, we analyzed search times on the first trials between participants. A Shapiro-Wilk test
showed no significant departure from normality, W(96) = 0.982, p = .217. A univariate ANOVA
with condition (Object Absent / Object Present / Object Exchanged-Absent) and Type of first

Figure 2. Altercentric modulation scores (difference in search durations between Aobj_pres: Actor believes object is present and Aobj_abs:
Actor believes no object remained trials) in a) Experiment 1 (N = 96); and Experiment 2 (N = 64) split by whether infants passed the criterion
in baseline trials, and in b) Experiment 1 split by order of test trial. Boxes indicate interquartile range with median, whiskers show 1.5 times
the interquartile range, and dots show individual data points (horizontally jittered) (modified from (Allen et al., 2018). Asterisks indicate sig-
nificant difference from zero.
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trial (Aobj_pres first or Aobj_abs first) as between-subject factors showed an effect of Type of
first trial, F(1, 90) = 4.901, p = .029, ηp

2 = .052. Infants who received an Aobj_pres trial (Actor
believes object present) on the very first trial searched significantly longer than those receiving
an Aobj_abs trial (Actor believes object absent) on the first trial, indicating that the effect of the
other’s belief on infants’ search manifested also when trial order could not play a role. Mean
raw search scores on the first trials were MA_obj_pres = 6.490 s, SD = 3.026 and MA_obj_abs =
5.042 s, SD = 3.374. There was no effect of condition, F(2, 90) = 0.228, p = .797, ηp

2 =
.005, and no interaction between type of trial and condition, F(2, 90) = 1.786, p = .174,
ηp

2 = .038.

Discussion

Infants searched longer when according to the Actor’s belief an object remained in the box,
compared to when she believed all had been retrieved. As infants’ belief about the box’s con-
tents was constant within the trial pairs, this difference arguably reflects the effect of the Actor’s
belief on infants’ behavior. The difference in modulation scores in the two presentation orders
could arise from the first trial being more sensitive to factors increasing search times (e.g., the
Actor’s belief in Aobj_pres), combined with children being less easily motivated to search later
on. Thus, two different effects may be working against each other: a decrease across trials in
motivation to search (Van de Walle et al., 2000) and an effect of the other’s belief on infants’
search. The influence of the other’s belief on infants’ search times also holds in a between-
subject analysis of the first trials, confirming that the main effect stems from our conceptual
manipulation even when trial order cannot play a role.

Overall, these results show that infants tracked another person’s beliefs involving individ-
uation and tracking of multiple objects based on spatiotemporal and feature information.
Experiment 2 was set out to investigate whether infants ascribe to others’ beliefs involving
aspectuality (Perner et al., 2011)—that is, whether they are sensitive to the unique aspect
under which the other represents the objects.

EXPERIMENT 2

Whether infants are sensitive to the aspectuality of beliefs is of importance because a fully
developed theory of mind entails the ability to appreciate that belief representations reflect
some (but not all) aspects of the environment, from the observer’s own perspective (Perner
et al., 2011). As objects may have several distinct characteristics (e.g., a toy can be red, but
also make a rattling sound), which of these characteristics one is aware of will guide their
inferences regarding that object. Understanding others’ beliefs involving aspectuality has been
proposed to require complex representational abilities that emerge after the age of four, there-
fore such representations should posit a fundamental challenge to the infant mind (Butterfill &
Apperly, 2013; Rakoczy, 2017).

While recent evidence suggests at least by 18 months of age infants might successfully
track belief scenarios involving some forms of aspectuality (Buttelmann et al., 2015; Fizke
et al., 2017; Scott & Baillargeon, 2009), it is an open question whether infants grasp a funda-
mental inferential implication of understanding aspectuality: that another person’s partial
information about an object can lead her to be mistaken about the identity of objects, and
posit the existence of the two objects instead of one. We tested whether 14-month-old infants
understand beliefs relying on the person’s mistaken individuation of a single object with two
different aspects as two (thus holding a false belief about its identity), based on the aspect
(here: visual appearance) under which she perceives them. In first-person computations a
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majority of 14-month-old infants could override their default assumption that different appear-
ances signal distinct objects, if they were shown that objects could have dual appearances
(Cacchione et al., 2013). Experiment 2 asked whether infants can use such inferences to rep-
resent another person’s belief about object identity. Considering that infants’ limitation to infer-
entially individuate objects from their own perspective may constrain them in attributing such
contents to others (in Cacchione et al., 2013, approximately 70% of infants showed the pre-
dicted behavior), we introduced two baseline trials to assess whether infants individuate
objects on the basis of their knowledge about the two appearances, and predicted that infants
who show this understanding would also successfully track similar events from the other per-
son’s perspective, and show altercentric modulation in belief trials.

Methods

Infants were first presented with two belief trials in counterbalanced order (randomly
assigned): true belief (Aobj_abs) and false belief (Aobj_pres) trials. Following this, they received
two baseline trials in fixed order: an unknown-transform (B:Iobj_pres) trial, then a known-
transform (B:Iobj_abs) trial. The fixed order of baseline trials was implemented in order to avoid
carryover from known-transform (B:Iobj_abs) trials (i.e., that infants would assume that all
objects may transform).

Participants

Sixty-four 14-month-old infants participated (age range from 14;2 to 15;3 mean age = 14;16).
Thirty-five additional infants were tested but not included in the analyses because of
passivity—they did not search in either of the belief test trials (13), they fussed out (15), or
due to parental interference or experimental error in the procedure (7). Sample size was deter-
mined as for Study 1. We aimed to have n = 32 infants who passed the baseline criterion as we
expected, specifically those infants to track the other’s belief and thus show an effect in the
belief trials.

Materials

We used a white cardboard box as in Experiment 1, but slightly larger in order to have a large
enough opening for the new objects (that were slightly bigger than in Experiment 1). As exper-
imental objects we used plush figures that could change their appearance via turning them
inside out. We used toys of somewhat different size, color, and material in baseline and test
trials, and in each individual trial a new toy was used that differed in appearance/category, to
minimize the risk that infants would assume that A is knowledgeable about the objects in sub-
sequent trials (for details see the Supplemental Materials).

Procedure

Familiarization Trials. The first two familiarization trials were identical to Experiment 1, but we
introduced a third familiarization that came after the two belief test trials and served to reen-
gage infants before the baseline trials.

Test Trials. In Experiment 2 in test trials, it was always the Confederate (C) who took out the
objects from her bag, to avoid any suspicion children might have that the Actor (A) has knowl-
edge of the transforming feature of the objects. C took out an object, put it on the top of the
box, and named it. Then A repeated the label and put the object into the box. In Aobj_pres trials,
A left at this point. Then C retrieved the toy and demonstrated the transformation (while
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labeling both appearances with different labels), and then put the object in its new form back
into the box. In Aobj_abs trials, A left at this point. Then in both trials A came back, sat down and
retrieved the toy in its new form, and put the toy away into a bag, followed by a measurement
period. In the end of the trials, C always demonstrated the reverse transformation when Awas
present. After this the second test trial followed. Thus, in Aobj_abs trials, A knew there was only
one object with two identities, which was now retrieved, leaving the box empty; while in
Aobj_pres trials A must have thought there were two objects, one of which likely still remained
in the box.

Baseline Trials.

Unknown Transform (B:Iobj_pres) trial. In baseline trials, C sat passively at the table. A took out an
object from her bag, named it, then put the object into the box, and then retrieved it in its
changed form (as the transformation was done invisibly to the child, inside the box), and then
put it away. Then a measurement period followed. If infants individuated two different objects
from the two appearances, they should search longer for the “remaining” one (while, in fact,
the box was empty).

Known Transform (B:Iobj_abs) trial. In these trials, A did not do the transformation surreptitiously
inside the box, but retrieved the toy, showed the transformation, and put it back. Thus, if
infants followed the transformation, indicating that the two appearances belong to the same
object, when she later retrieved it in the new form, they knew that the box was emptied.

Coding

Search durations were coded as in Experiment 1. Twenty-five percent of infants (n = 16) were
coded on all four trials (unknown transform vs. known transform baseline trials, and Aobj_abs vs.
Aobj_pres test trials) by a second coder who was unaware of the purpose of the study; interrater
agreement was r(64) = .951, p < .001.

To determine whether infants made the predicted first-person inferences in baseline (that is,
whether they assume that one object is still present in the box when not seeing the transfor-
mation), we set a criterion that aimed to grasp a meaningful difference between search dura-
tions in the two baseline trials. Infants were considered to have “passed” the baseline criterion
if search duration on the unknown transform trials was equal or higher than the search dura-
tion on the known transform trial multiplied by the constant of 1.2, which was based on the
average ratio between search times in the two types of trials in Experiment 1. If infants did not
search at all in the known-transform baseline trial (which is considered a valid response), since
a value of zero cannot be multiplied to produce a meaningful minimum value for the
unknown transform trial, a minimum of 500-ms search duration in the unknown-transform
baseline was set to categorize an infant as “passer” (see details in the Supplemental
Materials).1

1 The minimum difference of 500 ms was a preset value aimed to approximate the shortest meaningful dura-
tion. Since search duration was coded from the moment when the child’s hand was inserted halfway into the
box, until the moment when it was halfway taken out, this duration arguably reflects an initiated
reaching/searching action. Importantly, however, the results are independent of whether we use the above-
defined criteria that are derived from Experiment 1, or conceptually similar criteria derived from earlier studies
(see the Supplemental Materials).
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Results

We aimed at 32 infants who qualify as passing this baseline criterion, and 32 additional infants
finished the experiment but did not pass baseline. In accordancewith our criterion, in the passing
group infants searched longer on B:Iobj_pres trials than in B:Iobj_abs trials (MB:I_obj_pres = 5.224 s,
SD = 4.056;MB:I_obj_abs = 1.577 s, SD = 1.904). This was not the case in the “nonpassing” group,
where infants in fact searched longer on B:Iobj_abs trials than on B:Iobj_pres trials (MB:I_obj_pres =
2.419 s, SD = 3.843; MB:I_obj_abs = 3.361 s, SD = 4.207).

To test the prediction that particularly those infants who show evidence of individuating
objects on the basis of their own knowledge about the two appearances of an object in the
baseline trials, would also show an altercentric modulation effect taking into account the
aspect under which A saw the object; for the main analysis we analyzed infants’ search times
who have passed the baseline criterion. In the group who passed baseline (n = 32), infants
searched on average longer on Aobj_pres trials than on Aobj_abs trials (Mdiff_passing = 1.345 s,
SD = 3.208; see Figure 2); and a one-sample t test showed that this modulation score was
significantly different from chance, t(31) = 2.371, p = .024; Cohen’s d = 0.419, 95% CI =
[0.188, 2.501]. We then split infants based on the order of test trial and compared modulation
scores in the two test orders (Aobj_pres first vs. Aobj_abs first), t(30) = 1.914, p = .065; Cohen’s d =
0.676, 95%, MA_obj_pres_first = 2.386, SD = 2.76, MA_obj_abs_first = .303, SD = 3.363, 95% CI =
[−0.139, 4.305]; see the Supplemental Materials for further analyses and raw search times.

To compare the number of infants who show the altercentric modulation effect in the passing
baseline and the nonpassing groups, we applied the same criterion for the test trials as to the
baseline trials and categorized the entire sample of infants in Experiment 2 into “shows alter-
centric effect” in test and “no effect” in test. Infants who searched 1.2 times longer in Aobj_pres

than in Aobj_abs test trial, or at least 500 ms in Aobj_pres if they didn’t search in Aobj_abs, were cat-
egorized as “shows altercentric effect.” A chi-square test showed that significantly more infants
were categorized as “shows altercentric effect” in the passing baseline group, χ2(1, N = 64) =
5.067, p = .045. Thus, applying the same criteria in test trials as in baseline trials indicated a
significant relation between passing baseline and showing an altercentric effect.

Additionally, to provide convergent evidence that infants’ performance on baseline was
related to the altercentric modulation in test trials, we correlated difference scores from base-
line trials with the altercentric modulation scores from test trials, which revealed a significant
positive correlation between the two (r = .258, n = 64, p = .04). Together, these results give us
confidence that while the passing baseline criterion is novel as it was determined for the pur-
pose of this study, it is a reliable indicator of whether infants demonstrated an ability of under-
standing the dual identity objects and the scenario from their first-person perspective, which in
turn was related to how they processed the scenarios taking into account the perspective of
another person and the aspect under which he or she represented these objects.

As passing baseline as a criterion served to select a group of infants who do understand and
track the events from their own perspective, one might wish to be cautious to make claims
about the nonpassing group’s potential inability to do so. Nevertheless, as it may be informa-
tive for future research, we analyzed infants’ behavior in the nonpassing group as well. In the
nonpassing group the altercentric modulation score was not significantly different from
chance, Mdiff_nonpassing = −0.428 s, SD = 3.927, t(31) = 0.617, p = .542; Cohen’s d = 0.109,
95% CI = [−1.844, 0.987], and an independent-samples t test comparing the two test orders
(Aobj_pres first vs. Aobj_abs first) showed no difference, t(30) = 1.160, p = .255; Cohen’s d =
0.402, MA_obj_pres_first = .424, SD = 4.889, MA_obj_abs_first = −1.181, SD = 2.77, 95% CI =
[−1.221, 4.429]. Shapiro-Wilk tests showed no significant departure from normality, either
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in the baseline passing group, W(32) = 0.964, p = .345, or in the nonpassing group, W(32) =
0.958, p = .246. We then analyzed altercentric modulation in a univariate ANOVAwith pass-
ing baseline (passing / nonpassing) as between-subject factors. Altercentric modulation scores
were Mdiff_passing = 1.345 s (SD = 3.208) in the passing baseline group and Mdiff_nonpassing =
−0.428 s (SD = 3.927) in the nonpassing, effect of passing was F(1, 64) = 3.913, p = .052,
ηp

2 = .059.

In sum, we identified infants who varied their searching behavior depending on their own
knowledge about the object’s identity in the respective baseline trials, thus demonstrating evi-
dence of tracking the events from their first-person perspective. Crucially, infants in this
baseline-passing group searched longer in the box when according to the other person’s (false)
belief there were two separate objects, and after the removal of an object she believed that one
object remained in the box (Aobj_pres trials); compared to when she knew that there is only one
object with two appearances, and therefore believed that in the end all objects have been
retrieved (Aobj_abs trials).

Discussion

Experiment 2 showed that 14-month-old infants who are sensitive to the dual identity of
objects in first-person representations also spontaneously tracked others’ beliefs about object
identity, which modulated their duration of search in the box. Therefore, in contrast with
recent proposals (Apperly & Butterfill, 2009), we provide evidence suggesting that computing
others’ beliefs involving aspectuality may occur spontaneously and emerge early in develop-
ment. Another study using an interactive helping task did not find evidence in toddlers for
understanding false beliefs involving aspectuality (Fizke et al., 2017). However, the helping
task differs in many aspects from the current task. For example, the continuous measure in
our task may be more sensitive to capture these phenomena than the binary assessment in
the helping task. Additionally, in our study infants who failed to grasp aspectuality from a
first-person perspective also showed no evidence of belief attribution, and such factors may
overshadow children’s sociocognitive abilities in other tasks too. Infants’ limitations in belief
attribution may therefore at least in part come from limitations of their developing cognitive
systems used in first-person reasoning—a possibility also supported by the correlation between
infants’ behavior on the baseline and belief trials.

The intuitive prediction is that when it comes to complex third-person inferences, giving
infants training in a specific first-person inference would also have an effect on infants’ under-
standing of others’ beliefs involving the same domain. For instance, while infants younger than
11.5 months usually pay little attention to the objects’ color compared to their shape (Wilcox,
1999), training them with the importance of color information in object individuation may also
facilitate their understanding that others may use color information for individuation. Whether
such effects are indeed observable in various domains and how fast such transfers may occur
is a matter for future studies.

The current results support the possibility that infants can entertain various types of belief
contents. Experiment 1 involved tracking the presence of an object form the other’s perspec-
tive (Object Absent condition) and its features (Object Absent-Exchanged condition), and
potentially the absence of an object from the other’s point of view (Object Present condition).
In Experiment 2, infants’ behavior suggested that those infants who appreciate the dual identity
of objects from their own perspective can also track beliefs that can only be represented via
grasping the aspectuality of mental representations. Such sensitivity to the other person’s belief
involving aspectuality are difficult to explain with minimal mindreading accounts such as
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encoding belief-like states or registrations, as these have been proposed to involve agent–
object relations that cannot deal with identity mistakes (Butterfill & Apperly, 2013), thus indi-
cating that the ability to encode beliefs proper (Perner et al., 2011; Rakoczy, 2017) may be
present early on. We also see no obvious ways to explain infants’ behavior on Experiments 1
and 2 with alternative mechanisms that would originate from differences in procedure
between the trial types (Heyes, 2014). In each condition, the Actor leaves in both trials, she
is away for a short period of time, and comes back in both types of trials directly before her
retrieval of the object, immediately followed by the measurement period. Arguably, these two
events (the Actor’s departure and return) are of comparable saliency, as neither occur in famil-
iarization, and both direct infants’ attention away briefly from the box, thus they would cause
comparable distraction, if any. Any explanation pertaining to attentional effects (as described
in Heyes, 2014) would therefore lead to conflicting predictions with regard to the potential
type of interference (retroactive or proactive) caused by the timing of two events (the Actor’s
departure and her arrival) in the two trial types (true and false belief ). For example, a proactive
interference caused by the agent’s departure would predict that infants in false belief forget the
change that happened in her absence, but crucially, the very same process triggered by the
agent’s return would cause infants in both conditions not to remember that the agent subse-
quently took out an object from the box, leading to unclear predictions concerning search
times in the two trial types.2 A retroactive interference triggered by the agent’s return would
predict that infants forget what happened in her absence in false belief (the critical manipula-
tion of adding/removing/transforming the object), but the same process would also predict that
in true belief due to her departure infants should forget the event that happened before (again,
the critical manipulation of adding/removing/transforming the object), thus overall predicting
no differences between the trial types. We see no a priori reason based on which one could
predict which type of attentional bias should occur in the present paradigm and applying them
together lead to the above contradictory predictions. Finally, any explanation pertaining to
low-level nonmentalistic effects should have led to a bias manifesting in differences between
trials in Experiment 2 in the nonpassing group as well, where we did not observe any differ-
ences. These considerations together make submentalizing explanations unlikely.

Infants may recruit different potential cognitive mechanisms for solving such tasks that are
compatible with our findings. On one hand, Southgate (2020) argues that an altercentric bias
can be realized via mechanisms that do not entail attributing a representation to the other but
encode the state of affairs congruent with the other’s perspective as stronger than their own. At
the same time, an altercentric influence is arguably also compatible with metarepresentations
and belief attribution, where the other’s perspective receives a considerable weight and thus
influences one’s own behavior. Our findings do not differentiate between these alternatives.
While more converging evidence is needed to reach a verdict on the sophistication of infant
ToM, the present study provides strong motivation for further investigations.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Two experiments asked whether 14-month-old infants show altercentric modulation in an
active behavioral task. Results showed that infants searched longer in a box when another
person believed it contains an object, compared to when he or she believed that all had been

2 Since in both conditions at least one object would remain according to infants’ memory, arguably in both
trials they would have reasons to search. To our knowledge all versions of the search task in the literature used a
comparison between 1 and 0 objects, as it is unclear whether infants should search longer if two objects are
hidden or one. As such, this explanation leads to at least uncertain predictions, but most likely null findings
between the two trial types.
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retrieved. Infants’ own knowledge was identical in the two trials, therefore, the observed dif-
ferences should be due to the other person’s belief about the content of the box.

This altercentric modulation is consistent with other studies showing that infants’ (Kovács
et al., 2010) and adults’ (Freundlieb et al., 2016; Samson et al., 2010) behavior can be influ-
enced by another agent’s belief or visual perspective. However, it also extends previous find-
ings in two significant ways. First, the present scenarios are novel in that successful belief
attribution required individuating and tracking multiple objects, and their appearance or
identity. The current results therefore support the possibility that from early on infants can
entertain various types of belief contents, including beliefs that involve appreciating the
aspectuality of mental representations. Second, we found altercentric modulation in an
active everyday behavior (searching) in early infancy, at an age at which, to our knowledge,
there are no published reports documenting such effects. While looking time results (Kovács
et al., 2010) indicate that infants’ attention can be modulated by others’ perspective, it was
an open question whether they also manifest in infants’ consequent action planning. The
fact that altercentrism affects infants’ active behavior speaks to the possibility that the phe-
nomenon documented here is not simply a local, attention-directing mechanism but seems
to be integrated into further processes, for instance, in those that control infants’ actions
(Rakoczy, 2012).

While these results suggest that infants encoded the other person’s belief, at the same
time they also open up questions regarding the relation between infants’ own representations
and those of the Actor. While there was an effect of the other person’s belief (infants
searched longer when the Actor believed an object remained in the box than when she
believed it to be empty), there were seemingly no effects of the infants’ own beliefs between
conditions in Experiment 1, as there was no overall difference between the conditions where
an object was present and where no objects were present, though this may be in part due
the lack of power for between-subjects comparisons in our sample. However, the present
paradigm is not optimally suitable for such comparisons, as search times reflect a continuous
measure of infants’ motivation to search, based on their own representation and that of the
other. Differences in search time therefore show an influence of the other’s perspective,
affecting infants’ response that is based on their own representation—therefore not necessar-
ily overriding infants’ own representations but rather modulating them. Similar effects can
sometimes be observed when after we learn some information, which later becomes discre-
dited as it turns out to be a misinformation, it may nevertheless continue to influence our
judgments (Ecker et al., 2010). As such, the current study was not designed directly to pit
against each other infants’ own representations vs. those they form based on the other’s per-
spective (Southgate, 2020). We suggest that this question can be more suitably probed by
designs where infants are presented with a binary choice, for example, to retrieve an object
from location A or B, and assessed whether they select the location corresponding to their
own memory or that of the other person. Recently, Kovács and colleagues (Kovács et al.,
2021) found that infants search for an object where another person believes it to be if they
themselves are not knowledgeable about the actual location of the object. A strong predic-
tion would be that young infants may search for the object where the other person believes
the object to be even if they had seen it to be moved elsewhere. The current results indicate
that infants may be particularly prone to attend to another person’s perspective, and conse-
quently the other’s belief affects their behavior to the extent that it might even outweigh their
own representations (Southgate, 2020). An intriguing question remains how first-person and
third-person (attributed) representations are separated, and how altercentric modulation may
change over development.
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In adults, altercentric effects are typically considered akin to a byproduct of our generic
heightened sociality or an indication of spontaneous perspective taking, likely facilitating
interpersonal coordination (Gallotti & Frith, 2013). From a developmental perspective, how-
ever, it could be advantageous to have a disposition to attend to others’ point of view from
early on (Kampis et al., 2013; Southgate, 2020). Infants face a crucial learning problem, and
the social environment is a useful source to select the most relevant sources of information. On
one hand, attention to others’ perspective and beliefs would allow infants to learn about
others, enabling infants to take part in social interactions with increasing success, via action
coordination, action interpretation, and action prediction. On the other hand, such a sensitiv-
ity would also allow infants to learn about the material world through the lenses of others
(Kampis et al., 2013). Kampis et al. (2013) found that 10-month-olds readily applied a prefer-
ence they learned about one agent (preferring one object over another) also to another, novel
agent; and argued that infants have treated the content of the other’s preference as universally
applicable, generic information attached to the object. Thus, sensitivity to others’ mental states
may serve a dual function early in human ontogeny, enabling infants both to learn about
others, as well as to learn about the world via the perspective of others around them.

While altercentrism in general may serve a learning function by attuning infants to take
others’ point of view, in the current studies it led to a seemingly suboptimal behavior: infants
tended to search more even though they had reasons to believe there is no object present, and
search less when there was in fact an object remaining, due to the influence of the other per-
son’s perspective. As infants are typically surrounded by individuals who are more knowledge-
able than themselves, a sensitivity to their perspective is likely to be generally advantageous.
Such a disposition, however, can also manifest in signature biases such as ones observed in the
false belief scenarios in the current study. Even in adults, altercentric influence can appear
both as interference and as facilitatory with regard to one’s immediate task or goals. Sometimes
we experience interference or intrusion where our judgment slows down or is more error-
prone due to the influence of the other’s perspective (Elekes, Varga, & Király, 2016; Freundlieb
et al., 2018; Surtees et al., 2016). Other times it has facilitatory effects when we observe some-
thing together with others, increasing our perceptual sensitivity, enabling faster detection of
objects that appear in our environment, or leading to better remembering of items (He
et al., 2011; Kovács et al., 2010; Seow & Fleming, 2019). It is an open question whether infants
in our study could inhibit the other’s influence, for example, if they had a strong motivation to
focus on their own perspective only. This could be probed by making the objects highly
rewarding, or searching effortful, or by introducing alternative activities infants may choose
to do instead of attending to the box. On the other hand, reducing the influence of the other
may also be related to the capacity for self-other distinction. For example, adults show less
interference in an imitation inhibition task when they are primed with self-related words or
look in the mirror prior to the task (Spengler et al., 2010), indicating that a heightened focus
on ourselves may make us less prone to altercentric interference. In a learning context, know-
ing when not to take over a piece of information from others is just as essential as being
attuned to them. It is an open question whether an increased focus on themselves can be elic-
ited in infants similarly as in adults, and whether it would lead to less influence of others’ per-
spective on their subsequent behavior.

A privileged status of others’ perspective in infancy also raises the question how infants
select who to attend to, for example, in scenarios with multiple “others” with differing perspec-
tives. We suggest that it is related to the broader subject of whose perspective and beliefs peo-
ple track as well as to other domains of social cognition regarding whose actions we predict or
whose goals we keep track of. There, too, likely there are selection mechanisms controlling
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whomwe spend mental resources on in our environment. For infants, an important one is likely
the relative relevance of those present around them (for a discussion, see also Southgate, 2020).
For example, they are probablymore likely to track the perspective of an interaction partner than
a stranger or a bystander. Whether the partner is an in-group or out-group member may also
influence altercentric effects on one’s judgments (Simpson & Todd, 2017), and altercentric
effects are reduced when the other differs in age from the respondent (Ferguson et al., 2018).
The current experiments implemented a design in which themain experimenter (E1/Actor) inter-
acted the most with the child, and she also hid and retrieved the objects, making tracking her
mental state about these objects relevant. The Confederate was present throughout, equally
familiar but was passively sitting at the table. In many false belief tasks where there are multiple
agents (and the caretaker is also typically present), there is a similar issue: either it is not as costly
to track multiple perspectives, or studies have (perhaps unknowingly) managed to implement
dynamics that make participants focus on one agent over another. Finally, another factor deter-
miningwhose perspective infants attend tomay bewhose perspective differs from the infant’s. In
the present study, the perspective of the other experimenter (E2) and that of the caregiver was
congruent with the infant’s own perspective, therefore would not differentiate the critical trials. It
is possible that a perspective that is identical with that of the infant may not be encoded as a
belief (but rather as knowledge; see e.g., Dudley & Kovács, 2021; Phillips et al., 2021) and
may not result in similar effects. It may also be that in case there are multiple other perspectives
in a scene, the different perspectives of others may be privileged over the identical ones.

How handling multiple other-perspectives is achieved is underexplored even in adults.
Some have found no altercentric effects when people observed multiple avatars with consis-
tent or inconsistent perspective to each other, but always inconsistent with the participant’s
perspective (Capozzi et al., 2014). Egocentric mistakes, however, remained—suggesting that
there was some self-other interference even when two others’ perspectives were inconsistent
with each other. An intriguing, related question is how to characterize handling self vs. other
perspective and the relation between egocentric and altercentric cognition. While seemingly
contradictory processes, egocentric and altercentric influence may not be mutually exclusive.
Within the same scenario, one’s own point of view can influence how we make judgment of
others’ perspective and vice versa; and depending on the context their relative weight, or
which is easier to compute, may change (Kampis & Southgate, 2020, Box 4).

Further questions for future work remain whether altercentric effects would generalize to a
variety of different populations (e.g., non-WEIRD societies, Henrich et al., 2010). Relatedly, the
phylogenetic origins of altercentrism have yet to be uncovered. Recent evidence indicates that
nonhuman apes andmonkeys predict others’ actions based on their beliefs (Hayashi et al., 2020;
Krupenye et al., 2016), and consequently some proposals have drawn strong parallels between
apes’ and human infants’ sociocognitive abilities (Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Tomasello, 2018).
Yet, at least two aspects of the current findings suggest that such conclusions may be premature,
as to our knowledge no altercentric effects have been demonstrated in nonhuman animals
(Martin & Santos, 2014), and there is no evidence for the understanding of aspectuality of beliefs
in any other species. The fact that human infants adopt the other’s perspective so readily points
to a strong tendency to spontaneously focus on the other’s mental states and raises the crucial
question whether the altercentric tendency of humans may be a species-unique phenomenon.
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